Modification of membrane physical properties, biological response and insulin binding in Friend cells by low serum concentration.
The effect of low serum concentration on plasma membrane fluidity and lipid composition, differentiation and insulin binding was investigated in three Friend erythroleukemia clones. Both FLC (clones No. 745) and F(+) (Ostertag F4N) Friend erythroleukemia cells can be induced to differentiate and to produce hemoglobin when exposed to DMSO. Clone R(3) (Ostertag F4-D5-1) is a DMSO-resistant clone when grown under normal conditions (15% serum) but could undergo differentiation with accumulation of protoporphyrin IX upon induction with DMSO when grown in low serum concentration (2.5% serum). Electron spin resonance measurements of the order parameters (S) and S(T parallel) demonstrate that R(3) has a more fluid plasma membrane than the FLC and F(+). The order parameters of the outer hyperfine splittings S(T parallel) at 37 degrees C are 0.60 +/- 0.009, 0.62 +/- 0.008 and 0.64 +/- 0.009 for R(3), F(+) and FLC, respectively. We have used the insulin receptors as a model for a polypeptide hormone receptor associated with the plasma membrane of the Friend clones. Insulin binding studies demonstrated that the receptor of R(3) had a decreased affinity for insulin manifest as a 10-fold increase in the amount of insulin required to compete for half of the tracer binding (18 nM for R(3) vs. 2 nM for FLC and F(+)). Computer-fit Scatchard plot analysis by the negative cooperativity model reveal that R(3) possessed a similar number of sites/cell (about 70,000) as the FLC or F(+) cells, with similar high and low affinities. Growing the DMSO-resistant clone R(3) in low serum concentration caused a decrease in receptor number by 35%, and an increase in receptor affinity to that seen with the differentiable clones. Thus, the abnormal properties of the plasma membrane and insulin receptor of the DMSO-resistant clone in our earlier report (Simon et al. (1984) Biochim. Biophys. Acta 803, 39-47) were partially reversed by growing the cells in a low serum concentration, restoring the cellular response to the differentiation agent.